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Press Release 

Branddocs partners with BioID to deliver e-signing with a selfie 

User-friendly face recognition enables “face-to-face” digital signing between 
the signers 

Sachseln, Switzerland and Madrid, Spain – September 22, 2015 – BioID AG, a cloud biometrics leader, 

and Branddocs Inc., a provider of digital transaction management solutions (DTM) for eDocuments in 
Spain and Latin America, today announced a partnership to integrate BioID’s mobile multimodal 
biometric authentication into Branddocs’ eIDAS Cloud Solutions platform. 

“Digital signing relies heavily on trust. When dealing with contracts and other electronic transactions, it is 
critical to be able to count on the identity of the sender and signer,” noted Saioa Echebarria, CEO of 

Branddocs. “Using BioID’s intuitive face recognition with liveness detection we can offer our customers 
strong, fraud-resistant identity proofing that is as natural and reliable as signing face-to-face.”  

BioID’s face and voice recognition, used for many years to secure enterprise, banking and government 
environments, quickly and accurately verifies people in a natural way: by the way they look and sound. 

“As digital signing becomes increasingly common, particularly in legal or financial matters trusted user 
identity has become a critical issue. Innovative tools such as those from Branddocs make it easier to do 
business, without sacrificing security or trust,” said Ho Chang, CEO of BioID. “We are glad to help 

Branddocs develop the next generation of trusted digital signing solutions.” 

 

Face recognition from BioID enables fraud-resistant identity proofing for Branddocs’ digital signing solutions.  

Images can be downloaded in high resolution at www.bioid.com. 
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About BioID 

BioID is the cloud biometrics company. The company makes strong, convenient, privacy-assured face, 

iris and voice recognition available to everyone, on any device, any time, anywhere so people can be 
protected in the cyber world and forget about passwords. Guided by the vision that anonymous 
biometric recognition empowers internet users to secure their online identities with privacy, BioID offers 

a reliable link between a real person and digital identities by verifying the user’s presence in a 
convenient and natural way – just the way they look and/or the way they sound. Privately held with R&D 
based in Germany, BioID has offices in Switzerland and the US. 

About Branddocs 

Branddocs is the only integrated Electronic Identity and Trusted Services provider with a platform 

tailored for authentication, signature and secure custody of digital documents. Its eIDAS 
Cloud Solutions include the best tools in cyber biometry, signature and digital certification as well as 
qualified custody and reseal, in order to offer its clients and complete solution as Trusted Third Party. 

Founded in 2008 after several millions of dollars in R&D, Branddocs Inc. is a team of architects and IT 
engineers specialized in digital identity, signature and secure exchange. With offices in New York and 

Madrid, Branddocs is the leader and only provider offering a single cloud solution for eIDAS services.      
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